
The prospects are months as more gasoline is
beginning to brighten a bit produced,
that the supply situation will Once enough gas is
return to something close to available to end the long
normal in the next few waiting lines, people are
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from Allis-Chalmers

If you're looking for big, wide,
rugged high speed disc harrows
to match your big power, look
no further We have 'em l
Tandem, single offset and double
offset Pull-type and mounted
Rigid and flexible Non fold,
manual fold and hydraulic fold
All with adjustable gangs to_give
you just the cutting action
you're looking fur

Come in and see the tough, rug
ged construction of Allis-Chal
mers 9 to 31-foot disc harrows
Compare the wide choice of
blade sizes and spacings com-
pare the other options and
the weights compare period
Come in and see why Alhs-
Chalmers is comuig on strong
in the farm equipment field
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sure to become more con-
cerned about fuel prices. Not
that there is a lack of con-
cern presently, but that
concern is tempered by most
people’s gratitude at getting
gas at any price. In
Washington, D. C. a couple of
weeks ago, one firm was
selling aU the imported gas
you wanted at 67 cents per
gallon, and the lines were
blocks long.

But when the supply
situation improves, that kind
of seller’s market will end.
Already there has been
criticism of recent price
hikes, most notably the nine
cent per gallon increase
announced by Arco.

Governor Shapp was
correct in calling the Arco
increase outrageous. I can
see nothmg in either the
imported oil price structure
or in domestic prices that
would justify the Arco
product cost jump

But, Governor Shapp’s
contention that Arco’s
pricing policies should make
us think about nationalizing
the oil industry strikes me as
inappropriate. The only
industry we have now that is

"nationalized” is the Post
Office, and their recent price
hikes are considered by
many as excessive, too. (25
percent)

More important, however,
is the evidence that drastic
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steps such as nationalization
are not goingto be needed to
keep prices within some
degree of reason. Our gas
prices have been going up
principally because of the
increased cost of foreign oil.
Foreign crude is higher
priced because it has been
flowing to the countries
where the most money is
being paid for it.

Therefore, as ohr retail
prices go up we are
becoming more competitive
in the world market. Once
we reach the place that our
prices are as good as the rest
of the world’s, greater
amounts of petroleum will
begin to flow our way.

This does not mean,
however, that we are going
to have to pay $1.25 to $2 a
gallon for gasoline like they
are doing in many European
nations. What the news
media often fails to point out
when they talk about such
“ scare ” prices is that much
of the cost is in taxes.
Seventy to 80 cents of the
cost of gas in Europe can be
tax, which, of course, is not
money being made by the oil
companies.

Here in Pennsylvania the
total Federal and State taxes
on a gallon of gas add upto 12
cents. Therefore, as we
reach the 50 cent to 60 cent a
gallon level in fuel prices, we
are becoming very com-
petitive for foreign crude.

Another hopeful sign is the
recent drop in the world
price of a barrel of crude.
What was selling for $l7 per
barrel early this year has
gone down to $9 per barrel.
Those reduced costs should'
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begin to show up at the gas
pump level as supplies
become more plentiful.

Therefore, our struggle
with 50 cent to 60 cent
gasoline may be short-lived
as we reach a point of not ha-
ving to beg to get gas but
rather finding ourselves
back in a position of shop-
ping for the best prices. This
can happen without
nationalizing ~the oil in-
dustry, and without fearing
$1 a gallon prices.
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Protect Cows

During March winds,
watch those open doors,
broken windows and large
cracks in the dairy barn. Joe
Taylor, Extension dairy
specialist at The Penn-
sylvania State University,
explains that drafts chill
high-producing cows and
mastitis often results.

Buy Good Seed
23

Extension agronomists at
the Pennsylvania State
University urge farmers to
select varieties tested and
proven superior in Penn-
sylvania and then buy high-
quality seed of those
varities.
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NO GUESSWORK
when you worm your

sheep with TRAMiSOL
You don’t guess which worms! TRAMISOL® levami-
sole MCI controls 10 major stomach, intestinal, and
lungworms No other wormer is as effective
You don't guess how much! Just one treatment level,
based on body weight, controls all 10 worms includ-
ing the tough barberpole worm
You don’t guess how safe! TRAMISOL is safe for
young lambs, pregnant ewes, old rams—all sheep,
all ages. No setback when used as directed
Ask for TRAMISOLas OBLETS or Soluble Drench Powder

Takes the Guesswork
——„

out of Worming m »<o>
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ANIMAL HEALTH SUPPLIER

WANT BETTER MILKING WITH
GREATER RESULTS?

Try BOU-MATIC
Bucket Units - Stainless Steel or Glass Pipelines

ALL KINDS OF MILKING EQUIPMENT-
IN PLACE WASHING—-

AUTOMATIC TAKE OFF— IN PLACE STIMULATING

Shown above herringboneparlorequipped with calibrated, glass weigh jars. This system is ideal for
the dairyman who desires to check the production of every cow at every milking. Washes-in-place.
The large vacuum reserve near the udder helps to stabilize vacuum at teat.

kmmi • DARI-KOOL - BULK TANKS
• BOU-AAATIC PIPELINES & MILKING PARLORS

Farming is Better with Badger

CAM. L. SHIRK
RDS, LEBANON, PA.

COLEBROOK RD. PHONE 867-374^


